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Introduction 

● Our goal:   In order to test the Taurus designer tool, here our goal is to develop a GUI that 
interacts with the CSP_LMC Master device. 

The TAURUS library was developed for connecting 
client side applications CLI and GUI  to TANGO device 
servers.

TAURUS is built on top of PyTango which is a python 
binding for the Tango library.
 
It provides an abstraction layer that allows TANGO to 
be accessed in a pythonic, object oriented way. 

For the GUI part, TAURUS is built on top of the 
graphical library PyQt which is a python binding for Qt.

The goals of this library are:

 Provide a simple Tango API to the end-user application
 Speed up development of tango based applications
 Provide a standardized look-and-feel



  

Master CSP Device  

 The CSP Master class was generated by 
using the Pogo (Tango class generator).

 It generates C++ Tango class and html 
documentation pages.

Java and Python Tango class can be loaded 
and generated.

To read Java or Python Tango class, Pogo-6 
will be launched.

Device:  
proto/master/csp



  

SW specifications and 
dependencies

● Python-Taurus 3.1.0-1.  Framework for 
Tango Control System CLI (Command line 
Interface) and GUI(Graphic User Interface) 
applications.
– Python PyTango 8.1.1-1 build 3. API for 

the TANGO control system (Python 2).
– QT4-designer 4:4.8.5+git192-g085f8. 

Graphical designer for Qt 4 applications.
– Python v2.7. Interactive high-level 

object-oriented language 



  

QT4 Designer interface

The TAURUS library is divided into two 
parts: 

● The core module which handles all 
interaction with PyTango.

● The Qt module which provides a 
collection of widgets that can be used 
inside any PyQt based GUI.

In many aspects, TAURUS follows the 
same approach as the TANGO Java
Application Tool Kit.



  

Our first simple GUI in Taurus  



  

Taurus GUI for CSP_LMC Master 



  

Taurus GUI for CSP_LMC Master 



  

Discussion and conclusions  
A TAURUS GUI that interacts with the CSP_LMC Master 
device was developed.

Pros and Cons

● Taurus is very sensible to dependencies these must be exact 
versions 

● There are many videos tutorial and documentation for using QT on 
Internet but, not for Taurus.

● The documentation is incomplete.
● There aren't more complex examples in the manual

Taking into consideration the TAURUS goals:

 Provide a simple Tango API to the end-user application
 Provide a standardized look-and-feel
 Speed up development of tango based applications



  

Thanks for your attention!
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